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Design Considerations

‘Your Plan’ organizes course and supplementary lessons 
into daily tasks based on the learner’s fluency and goals. 
Currently, It is not included as apart of sign-up, but users 
who use the feature are more likely to return to the app.

On Rosetta Stone’s web application, new learners are
immediately welcomed in their new language, both in
text and imagery, when they sign up for a free trial.

On Rosetta Stone’s web application, new learners are 
immediately welcomed in their new language, both in 
text and imagery, when they sign up for a free trial.



Wireframing

With the UX Researcher, created a few concept flows and created early 
mockups that try to balance flow of information, while also keeping the 
revisions within scope.



Visual Design



Development Hand-

Demonstrate login flows for consumer and enterprise, as 

well as registration for consumer learners

Outline flows for mobile, tablet, and desktop applications*

Showcase changes between device sizes

Specify component designs and behavior**

* Image shown to the left is iOS
** Design system still in early development at this time



Design Sprint: On-Demand Video



Banner Recommendations

With the UX Researcher, I was assigned to create recommendation on 
in app banner usage as a method of promotion for the launch of Live 
Lectures and On-Demand Videos, as well as states for users who lost 
connection to the internet during or before using the feature. 

The two of us worked to leveraged business requirements (banner 
always displayed at top-level pages immediately after launch) with UX 
recommendations (not distracting from learning/giving priority when 
new or live content was available to interact with). After discussion, I 
began work fleshing out the banner designs while my colleague began 
outlining offline behaviors.

Above: Outlines how the default state of the banner would display on 
top of the alternate state. 

Left: Outlines when the extended and short banner would be default, 
with sample copy.



Mockups



Design System Foundation



Conduct a UI Audit of the consumer and advanced language application, and extract basic 
elements (color/type/grid/etc) to be refined. Work with Senior Designers from the web and mobile 
team to layout a starting style guide to later be tested and iterated on in a design sprint in March 
of 2020. 

Brief



Define what styling we have as a way to build a common language between the team to support 
further efforts.

Begin setting up the system library with colors, grid styles, and type styles. 

Goals



Outcomes

As a final piece of this project, I prepared the six pages included for handoff to the lead designers 
as a way to prepare for the next design sprint. Original UI Audit is not available, but was based 
upon Brad Frost’s suggestions related to Interface Inventories.


